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While some of Ohio’s municipalities, townships, villages, schools, county commissions and other 
political subdivisions have known us over the years for defending their traditional municipal risks, did 
you know that Reminger has also defended, assisted with claims management and provided advice 
to public employers regarding their workers’ compensation risks as well?   

For public employers in Ohio workers’ compensation can be a long ignored but expected costly line 
item increase in an annual budget.  This line item can grow by leaps and bounds with one or two 
questionable claims that have either gone awry or have suffered from neglect over the years.  The 
members of our Workers’ Compensation Practice Group can be of help.  

Risk management consultations, training, seminars, investigation tips, coordination of claims reviews, 
and aggressive claims management and defense can all work to reduce a public employer’s workers’ 
compensation costs that translate into a positive shift in the entities’ bottom line.  By way of example, 
with our assistance and guidance we have been successful in assisting an Ohio municipality in 
reducing their three year annual workers’ compensation premiums by more than $300,000.00.  In 
that same period of time, active claim costs incurred, per year, have been reduced to just under 
$75,000.00.   

While these results are employer fact specific, what is common is that they were produced through 
partnership efforts between our team members and the municipality.  Suspicious or questionable 
non compensable claims that would have otherwise been processed through the workers’ 
compensation system have decreased significantly through programs designed towards early 
investigation and fact finding.  Existing claims were scoured for Handicap Reimbursement eligibility.  
The employer’s transitional work and salary continuation programs were updated and significantly 
contributed to the reduction of overall workers’ compensation costs.  

This has been prepared for informational purposes only. It does not contain legal advice or legal opinion and should 
not be relied upon for individual situations. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship between the 
Reader and Reminger. The information in this docu ment is subject to change and the Reader should not rely on the 
statements in this document without first consulting legal counsel.
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